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1. IN~-RODUCTION 
Lagrange’s equation provides the cornerstone for the generalized methods 
of classical mechanics [l-5]. Despite the unnecessary assumptions of many 
existing derivations, the excess of specialized terminology regarding kinematic 
constraints, and the questionable procedure of regarding a rigid body as an 
“infinite number” of particles, there may appear to be little point to yet 
another derivation of Lagrange’s equation. However, this view proves 
erroneous when we consider the dynamics of nonrigid continua. 
At present there simply does not exist a Lagrangian formulation which 
applies to nonrigid continua, ignoring certain physically and mathematically 
questionable extended versions of what is known as Hamilton’s principle 
[5-71. Thus, the dynamic equations for a given nonrigid continuum are 
commonly obtained by considering a small element, applying Newton’s law 
for a particle, and taking limits as the size of the element approaches zero. 
This elemental procedure generally requires very strong assumptions regard- 
ing spatial continuity and differentiability of the velocity and displacement 
functions, and often there is no apparent physical reason why these assump- 
tions should hold. 
In deriving the one-dimensional wave equation for the simple string by 
using the elemental method, we assume the existence of two spatial derivatives 
of the deflection curve. However, we violate this assumption immediately 
upon considering a triangular initial deflection curve. Even if we consider 
only twice-differentiable initial deflection curves, we may still have difficulties. 
In the multidimensional wave equation, for example, twice-differentiable 
intial data do not necessarily produce a twice-differentiable solution due to 
focusing effects [&lo]. 
A great deal of study has been devoted to a generalized version of the 
multidimensional wave equation [9, lo]. The generalized solution obtained 
does not have the strong continuity and differentiability required of the 
classical solution and, when restricted to an appropriate Sobolev space, 
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appears to agree more with reality than does the classical solution. Thus, it 
would seem that the dynamic equations of continuum mechanics should be 
derived in more general form in the first place. 
There are additional physical reasons for preferring a more general deriva- 
tion. If we again consider the simple string, released from rest with a triangular 
initial deflection curve, we find that immediately after release the velocity 
curve is only piecewise continuous. Certain points of the string are undergoing 
“microscopic impact” due to triangular traveling waves [II]. Therefore, 
we cannot insist upon the existence of a strong time derivative of the deflection 
at all points of the string and must expect velocity curves which may be 
spatially rougher than any possible deflection curve. That is, the velocity 
curve may be some sort of weak time derivative of the deflection curve and 
may be a member of a larger class of functions. 
The shortcomings of the elemental method become practical as well as 
aesthetic when we wish to study certain properties of continuous systems, 
such as stability, by topological methods. Given a formal equation of motion, 
one must replace this equation by an evolution equation describing the evolu- 
tion of a quantity, called the state, in a metric space, called the state space 
[12-171. However, there is generally no unique way of making this replace- 
ment, and the answers subsequently obtained are often dependent upon the 
state space chosen [18]. Since some choices seem to lead to more physically 
meaningful answers than do others, we suspect there should be some physical 
rationale for choosing a state space. Unfortunately, no such rationale is 
suggested by the element method of derivation. A less restricted method of 
derivation might provide such a rationale. 
The object of the present work is to derive in general form a Lagrangian 
formulation which is valid for particles, rigid continua, and nonrigid continua, 
while allowing for all forms of kinematic constraints and forces. First it will be 
necessary to obtain a more general form for Newton’s law. 
2. NEWTONIAN FORMULATION 
We consider a system of particles and/or continua which is identifiable 
for all time t (t E Y-, where .T is the open interval t, < t < tf , a bounded 
subset of the real line a). We assume the existence of two real Banach spaces 
9 and @ such that Y is dense in %Y [19]. The space 9 (the space %) is such 
that any physically possible displacement field (velocity field) is an element s of 
9 (u of @).’ We denote the duals of P’ and @ by .Y’ and a’, respectively, 
and note that @’ C 9’. If the system involves a nonrigid continuum, Y is 
1 Displacement and velocity fields are assumed relative to a Newtonian inertial 
frame [l-5]. 
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generally a proper subspace of 92. If the system consists only of particles 
and/or rigid continua, Y = @ and 9” = @‘. If the system consists only of n 
particles moving in a three-dimensional Euclidean space, then 
We stipulate that the concepts of work and kinetic energy are meaningful 
on Y and %, respectively. Thus, we assume that at every t E 7 there exists 
a quantity F, called the total force field at time t and F, E 9’. That is, there 
exists a function F which defines the evolution of the force field, 
F: Jo + Y’, (2.1) 
and F, is the value of F at t E F. By this assumption we disallow “macro- 
scopic impact” but permit “microscopic impact” such as occurs in the simple 
string released from rest with a triangular initial deflection curve. 
In stipulating that kinetic energy is meaningful, we assume there is a given 
bounded linear operator m, independent of time, such that 
m:@+@’ 
and 
mudu2) = mu2W, u1 > u2 E @!, 
and the kinetic energy functional T is defined by 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
T = &mu(u), u E a. (2.4) 
We will say that a given evolution of the displacement field, defined by a 
function r, 
r:JT-+Y, (2.5) 
defines a physically possible motion of the system if, corresponding to r, there 
is an evolution of the velocity field defined by a function +, 
P: 7 + 42, (2.6) 
such that 
py II ft - (rt+7 - rt)/T II4 = 0 WET, (2.7) 
where the subscript t denotes the value of a function at time t E .F. We will 
term 1’ the weak derivative of Y and note that it exists by definition for a 
physically possible motion r. 
If there exists a function f, taking F into Y C a’, such that 
v+y II ft - (rt+, - rJ/T II9 = 0 BELT, (2.8) 
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we will say that Y has a strong derivative. Clearly a strong derivative, if it 
exists, is also the weak derivative. However, a strong derivative may not 
exist. 
Let us now consider Newton’s law. If r of (2.5) has two strong derivatives 
taking F into Y, Newton’s law requires that r be related to the evolution 
(2.1) of the total force field by the equation 
F,(s) = m+,(s), tEY-, (2.9) 
for all s E Y. If we consider an arbitrary function P (P: 5 -+ 9”) which has 
a strong derivative, (2.9) implies that 
(2.10) 
provided 11 P, ljg has compact support in F. 
Unfortunately, Y may not have even one strong derivative, and (2.9) is 
then meaningless. In view of (2.1) and (2.2), however, (2.10) is meaningful 
provided both Y and P have weak derivatives. Therefore, we extend Newton’s 
law as follows. 
NEWTON’S LAW. The evolutions (2.5) and (2.6) of the displacement and 
velocity Jields are related to the evolution (2.1) of the total force field by the 
condition 
JrF,(I,) dt = - Jr mf,(#,) dt, (2.11) 
for all weakly dzj&ntiable functions P (P: 9 + 9’,3: Y -+ %), such that 
11 P, 119 has compact support in 7. 
The dependence of (2.11) on the spaces Sp and 4’/ indicates that for a 
nonrigid continuum (~7 # a’) the kinematic analysis can not be completely 
divorced from the dynamic analysis, as it can for a system consisting only 
of particles or rigid continua. The two analyses are intimately connected 
through the assumption of physically possible motions, which is related to 
the space Y and %! through conditions (2.1), (2.5), (2.6), and (2.11). 
Suppose we were to consider a system such that every (s, u) E Y x % is 
physically possible for every t E .7. Given a specific function F, F: Y -+ 9” 
we could then pose the following initial value problem: Is there a function r 
(Y: F--f Y, +: F + %!) that satisfies Newton’s law (2.11) and given initial 
data (r t0 , ft,) = (s,, , uJ E Y x % ? If the spaces Y and % have been 
properly specified, the answer should be affirmative for every 
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(so 9 0 u ) E 9’ x %, and we might then loosely say that Newton’s law defines a 
dynamical system on 9’ x %.2 
Seldom is an initial value problem posed in such a simple form, however. 
Often F is only implicitly defined by 
F=f+k, (2.12) 
where f is given explicitly, 
f:9X~xXr--te!7, (2.13) 
but the constraint force Jield k, is known only to the extent that kt E ,4”‘, 
t ET, and k, = 0 if the point (r t , it) is an interior point of a given time- 
varying kinematic constraint set Xf C Y x @ (t E Y). 
We then ask if there is a function r (Y: Y -+ Y, f: Y --+ %) which satisfies 
Newton’s law (2.1 l), the kinematic constraint conditions, 
(rt > ft) E Jfi , ZTEF, (2.14) 
and given initial data (r t0 , tt,) = (so , uo) E Xt, C 9 X %. If an affirmative 
answer is obtained for every (so , uo) E Xt, , we might then loosely say that 
Newton’s law defines a dynamical system on 9’ x % under the kinematic 
constraints defined by Xt , t E Y.2 
At this point we note there may be a major difficulty involved in giving 
an explicit Newtonian description for a given system involving a continuum; 
we normally are not given Y and % a prori but must determine them such 
that (2.1), (2.5), and (2.6) hold, as well as (2.11) and (2.14). For continua the 
kinematic constraint set Xt commonly involves such things as rigidity 
conditions, material continuity conditions, and kinematic boundary condi- 
tions. Thus, by (2.1) the constraint force field k, can create major problems in 
determining Y and %!, since k is not an explicitly known function. As is well 
known, in particle mechanics the Lagrangian formulation often allows one to 
avoid working directly with some portion of the kinematic constraint force 
field. We will find that the Lagrangian formulation for a continuum has a 
similar advantage and will enable us to avoid an a priori choice of 9 and Q. 
3. LAGRANGIAN FORMULATION 
We now consider two real Banach spaces .9 and V such that 9 is dense 
in V. 9 and V will be termed the spaces of generalized coordinates and 
e Several other properties would be required to make such a statement precise 
[20-231. 
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gem-alized velocities, respectively. We assume there exist bounded mappings 
7 and y such that: 
6) y:v- x r--+-t, $22 x F--t, 
Y(4, t) = I%, t) for all (4, t) E A! x Y-; 
(ii) y is twice FrCchet differentiable [24] at all points 
(4, t)E9 x YCV- x 9 
with the partial Frtchet derivatives of interest being denoted bys 
%Y(4, t): v-- - a’, m?, t) E @ 
2 &y(q,t):V x Y---+4Y, &Y(!b t): v- - @!, 
where 
@J2Y(2~ 4 w (5) = (%2Y(2, 4 (9) (v), 
(&(4,tN (4 = m+7~ 9) (4, 
for(q,t)EZ? xTandallv,v’EV[25]; 
(iii) 7 is FrCchet differentiable [24] on Z? x T with the partial FrCchet 
derivatives of interest being denoted by 
and 
for all (q, t) E 9 x T and all $ E 9; 
(iv) in defining a mapping 7, 7: 9 x V x T -+ @, by means of 
17(4, v, t> = hJ(2~ 4) v + ~tY(% th (2, v, t) E 22 x v” x Y-, 
the mappings y and 7 are such that 
% c WI, th r1(4, v, t)) I 2 E =% v E w, tE7, 
where 9, %, and X, are as defined in Section 2. We note that (ii) and (iv) 
imply 
~:2?xxxx~~, (3.1) 
%?1(4, v9 4 = (&J2Y(4> 9) (4 + &a> t), (3.2) 
at&, v, t) = Q44, t), (3.3) 
for all (q, v, t) E 9 X V X 7. 
3 We agree to identify a bounded linear operator from 9 into a normed linear space 
with an element of that normed linear space, under the canonical isomorphism. 
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We now define the time-varying generalized kinematic constraint set ~9~) 
gt = {(4> 4 E 2 x Tf I (Y(% 0, rl(% VT 0) E a, tEF, (3.4) 
and consider a particular function y, 
y:JC+22, (35) 
such that y defines an evolution r of the displacement field, 
r: Jr+ 9, (3.6) 
through the definition 
Tt = 7(Yt 7 t) 
= r(Yt > t), tE.F 
Suppose that y has a strong derivative, j: 7 - 
V% II 9, - (Yt+7 - Yt)/T II2 = 0 
(3.7) 
2, defined by 
BET-. (3.8) 
In this case we may apply the chain rule [24] to y( yt , t) and obtain the strong 
derivative of Y (j: 7 + P’), 
ft = @dYt s t))jt + WYt , t> 
= GMYt ! t))jt + %4Yt, 4 (3.9) 
= rl(Yt 9 9,) t), tEF. 
Whether or not y has a strong derivative, we will assume that it does have a 
weak derivative, j: F -j V, defined by 
V$ II 9, - (Yt+7 - Yt)/T IIY = 0 BET. (3.10) 
Applying the chain rule [24] to Y(yt , t) we obtain the weak derivative of r 
(i: 7 + %), 
tt = &Y(Yt 9 t>)L?t + %Y(Yt 7 t) 
= 7(Yt > 9,) 99 tEr. 
(3.11) 
Thus a weak [strong] derivative of y defines a weak [strong] derivative of r 
via (3.11). 
Making the additional assumption that the function y is such that 
(Yt,.Pt)E~t, tEF, (3.12) 
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we see by (3.4) that 
(rt > it) E % > te9-, (3.13) 
as defined by (3.7) and (3.11). I n order to simplify notation, we write (3.7) and 
(3.11) as 
rt = Yt 9 (3.14) 
+t=r)t, tE.7. (3.15) 
Now let us consider an arbitrary function 6, 
6:3---+A?, (3.16) 
8:9--d-, (3.17) 
such that II6,Ila has compact support in F, and define a function A by means 
of 
At = (%~t) @t) 
= e4 w, teY-. 
(3.18) 
We see that 
A:cT-tY (3.19) 
and 11 A, 119 also has compact support in 9. Applying the chain rule [24] to 
(3.18), we obtain the weak derivative of A, d: .F -+ 92, 
dt = m%t) w (a + c%t) (6,) + (aat> @t) 
= w%> (Yt) + a4 Pt) + Pat) @t> 
= (%7t> w + e?t> @t>, tE9-, 
after using (3.2) and (3.3). 
(3.20) 
Let us now assume that the function Y, obtained from y by (3.14), satisfies 
Newton’s law (2.11). By replacing the arbitrary function P in (2.11) with the 
function d defined by (3.18) Newton’s law becomes 
j-~W&) dt = - s, mtt@t) dt 
(3.21) 
- -- s, mMprlt) @t) dt - j-r vt@wrlt) @t) 4 
upon using (3.15) and (3.20). 
Considering the kinetic energy functional of (2.4) as being defined on 
22xXxX, 
T = Sq(d, 7 = rl(Q, 09 4, (3.22) 
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we find using (2.3) that (3.22) can be expressed as 
I [(Wt) @t) + (Vt) (St) + Fd~t)l dt = 0, (3.23) .T- 
where T, denotes the value of T at (yt, j,, t). By Newton’s law, (3.23) must 
be satisfied for every function 6 satisfying (3.16) and (3.17), such that /I 6,119 
has compact support in Y. 
The last term in (3.23) may be quite difficult to evaluate, and to aid in its 
evaluation we now restrict the function 8 to be such that (yt , j, + ES,) E gt 
for sufficiently small E > 0, noting that (JJ~ , j,) E gt by assumption (3.12). 
That is, 6, E .&I, for all t E Y’, where 
~t={4E$3E,3(Yt,jt+~9)E~tvO<E<E1}. 
Noting that (3.11) and (3.18) imply 
(3.24) 
it + l A, = (%Yt> (jt + 4) + stat > 
we see that 6, E At implies d t E Jt , where 
(3.25) 
Jvl = (s E Y 1 322 3 (Tt , 2, + ES) E x, vo < c < Es}. (3.26) 
The sets At and Jvl have been defined in a way that brings 6, and A, into 
full accord with the classical concept of “virtual displacements, performed at 
fixed time, consistent with the kinematic constraints” [2-51. From this point 
on we will consider only functions such that (St, St) E At x V for all 
t E 9 and I/ 6,119 has compact support in Y. 
The quantity F,(A,) in (3.23) is known as the virtual work and may be 
expressed as 
Ft(A t) = F&n) (St) 
= Qt(st)~ StE-,@t 3 
(3.27) 
where Qt is a bounded linear functional known as the generalized force Jield 
at time t, 
Qt: 9 -+92’, Qt E ii!‘. (3.28) 
Note that Qt may not be uniquely defined by (3.27) since At C 9. 
Thus (3.23) becomes 
s FU”t) 6) + (Wt) (St) + Qt&)l dt = 0, (3.29) 9- 
and we will term this the general Lagrange equation. We have proven the 
following theorem: 
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THEOREM. If there exist mappings y and f satisfring assumptions (i)-(iii) 
and if a function y maps into a function r that satisJies the kinematic constraint 
conditions (2.14) and Newton’s law (2.11), then y satisjies the generalized 
kinematic constraint conditions (3.12) and the general Lagrange equation (3.29) 
for al2 functions S such that (6, , 8,) E At x V for all t E T and /I 6, /I2 
has compact support in Y. 
Note that assumption (iv) need not be satisfied for the theorem to hold, 
but its satisfaction is desirable from the standpoint of using the theorem to 
consider as many functions Y satisfying (3.13) as possible. 
4. THE GENERALIZED FORCE FIELD Qt 
From the definition (3.27) of the generalized force Qt , we see that if the 
virtual work, the “work done at fixed time t by the total force field F, during a 
virtual displacement A, consistent with the kinematic constraints,” can be 
expressed in terms of 6, for an arbitrary generalized virtual displacement 
6, E &Zt , we have found an expression for the generalized force field Qt at 
time t. This is the basic approach to finding Qt . 
In some cases, either the total force field F, or at least that portion of F, 
which does work in a virtual displacement is “conservative at time t”; that is, 
there exists a FrCchet differentiable functional U(s, t), 
U:Y x Jr+%!‘, (4.1) 
such that 
FdAt) = - PsUt) (At) (4.2) 
for all s E Y, A, E Mt , and t E .Y, where U, denotes U(r, , t). In such cases 
we may define 
m, t) = U(Y(4, t), t), (q, t) E 2 x 7 (4.3) 
and note that 
PiI (At) = -(a,Vt) (St), (4.4) 
where I’, = V(y, , t). Thus, an acceptable choice for Q(t) is 
Q(t) = -a,V,. (45) 
If F, = pt + F,, where only ir, is conservative in the above sense, we may 
calcu!ate Qt by the general method previously described and express Q5 as 
Qt =&t - 47, (4.6) 
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Defining the Lagrangian L as 
qq, vu, t) = qq, f-5 t) - Q, t), (4, v, t) E 22 x v- x r, (4.7) 
the Lagrange equation (3.29) becomes 
(4.8) 
where L, denotes L(y, , j, , t). 
5. THE SPACES 2? AND V 
If the system consists only of a finite number of particles, the spaces Y 
and & are finite dimensional and Y = %, since Y is dense in a. Conditions 
(i)-(iii) then imply that ZZ and V may be chosen as finite dimensional, of 
dimension no greater than that of 9, and Z? = V” since 3 is dense in V. 
If the system also involves a rigid continuum, the spaces Y and @ are 
infinite dimensional from the standpoint of continuum mechanics. In view 
of the rigidity constraints, however, conditions (i)-(iv) again imply that ZJ 
and V may be chosen as finite dimensional and 9 = V. This justifies the 
widespread use of Lagrange’s equation in rigid-body mechanics without 
employing the questionable device of “letting the number of particles be 
infinite” in the derivation [2-51. 
If the system involves a nonrigid continuum, Z? and V are infinite 
dimensional. In setting up a problem on the basis of some particular kine- 
matic model (e.g., Timoshenko’s beam theory), we are implicitly specifying 
the mapping y and explicitly specifying the type of elements contained in 
2 and V. That is, we are specifying unnormed spaces which become d and V 
upon choosing norms 11 . /I2 and j/ . Ilv. These norms should be such that y 
and 71 have the FrCchet differentiability assumed in (ii). Since T = &q(q) 
[T = ~(4, v, t)], this implies by (3.2) and (3.3) that the partial FrCchet 
derivatives 8,T and avT, must exist on 2 x V x 5. Another point at 
which the norms of ?J and V play a role is in (3.26), where we noted that Qt 
must be a bounded linear functional on Z! (Qt E S’) for all t E 5. 
These conditions may also be stated in terms of the Lagrangian L. The 
partial FrCchet derivatives 8,L and a,L must exist on Z? x V x Y, and&, 
should be a bounded linear functional on d (Qt E 2’) for all t E .F. If 
gt # 2 x V for all t E 5, the norms of Z? and V must also be such that the 
generalized constraint conditions defining %i and At are mathematically 
meaningful. Hopefully, the kinematic model being used is such that the 
generalized constraint conditions are both simple in form and few in number. 
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Other than for these considerations, Z? and 9”’ should generally be normed 
as weakly as possible since our theorem states that a function y determines 
a function r, not the converse, and we wish to account for as many physically 
possible functions r as possible. That is, we prefer to satisfy assumption (iv) 
of Section 3 if possible. Following this prcedure, we avoid the often difficult 
problem of choosing the norms of Y and % a priori. This constitutes a 
major advantage of the Lagragian formulation for systems involving nonrigid 
continua. 
Some additional comments regarding the generalized constraint set $Yt 
are in order. In applications one commonly works directly with the conditions 
which explicitly define %t as a subset of 9 x “Y, such as a given condition 
of the form 
Gdq, 0 = 0, VtEY. (5.1) 
It should be noted that such a given condition implies another, namely, 
(W&, 9) (4 + &G,(a 4 = 0, VtEr, (5.2) 
provided these derivatives exist, since any function y such that yt satisfies 
(5.1) for all t E 9 must also be such that (JJ~ , jt) satisfies (5.2) for all t E F. 
Thus, both (5.1) and (5.2) must be utilizedin explicitly describing 9Yt . 
In a similar manner we see that a given condition of the form 
G(q, 4 3 0, VteY-, (5.3) 
where Ga is a functional on 9 x F’, implies another “conditional condition,” 
G%G(q, t)) (4 + W2(a t) 2 0 if Gdq, 4 = 0, (5.4) 
provided these derivatives exist, and both (5.2) and (5.4) must be used in 
explicitly describing c!?~ . 
The preceding comments are not reversible. That is, a given condition of 
the form (5.2) or (5.4) would not in itself imply that (5.1) or (5.3) was also 
true, and therefore only (5.2) or (5.4) would be used in describing gt. 
6. APPLICATION 
If the system consists only of particles and rigid continua, then 9 = V is 
finite dimensional and (4.8) reduces to the usual Lagrange equation while 
the conditions (JJ~ , j,) E B, and 6, E At are identical to the usual generalized 
kinematic constraints and restrictions on the virtual displacements [2-5].4 
Thus the only new applications of (4.8) are to nonrigid continua. 
4 To perform this reduction, one integrates the first term of (4.8) by parts, introduces 
the conditions defining At into (4.8) by the Lagrange multiplier technique, and 
applies the Fundamental Lemma of variational calculus. 
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Let us consider the simple string on the interval Q = {x 1 0 < x ~5 l}. 
We choose the generalized coordinate q and generalized velocity v as the 
transverse deflection curve and velocity curve, respectively, 
q: 52-+9, (6.1) 
V: D-+92. (6.2) 
Thus, the elements of 9 and V map Q into B. The kinetic energy is given by 
T = 4 s, pva dx, 
where p is the mass per unit length.5 For small deflections the generalized 
force which does virtual work in a virtual displacement is completely derivable 
from the potential 
v = $1 (q’)2 dx, 
52 
where p is the constant string tension and q’ is the first generalized spatial 
derivative of q [26]. 
Thus we have 
Qt = 0, 
(i&L) (m) = -(a,V) (a) = -p j, q’ci’ dx, q, a E 9, 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(&AL) 6-3 = @J")(P) = ~a~vPdx, V,ISEV, (6.7) 
provided Pz and 9’” are such that these partial FrCchet derivatives exist. 
Choosing the norms of 3 and V as weak as possible under these conditions, 
II q 11’ = s, (q2 + d2) dx, 4EJ% 
II v /I2 = s, v2 dx, VE?+-, (6.9) 
we find that 9 and V are the Sobolev spaces 
2 = We, (6.10) 
9,” = wa*(q = ~&2), (6.11) 
6 To avoid additional notation, the same symbol will be used to denote both a 
function on Q and its value at x E 52. 
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where %‘ZZz(Q) is the linear space of all functions in Za(Q), whose generalized 
derivatives of order <Z are in sa(.Q), the space of all functions which are 
square integrable on Q in the Lebesgue sense [8]. 
Due to the boundary conditions on the string, the generalized kinematic 
constraint set is 
gt = ~&Qn) x -jczQ) (6.12) 
and thus we have by (3.23) 
J@, = %xQn), tc9-. (6.13) 
Here %‘$(Q) is the subspace of %?ZJc(.Q) such that, if p E ~Yta(sZ), p and its 
first k - 1 generalized derivatives vanish at the boundary of Q in the .Za 
sense [8, pp. 192-1931. 
The general Lagrange equation (4.8) now becomes 
ss ~ ~ [pjt& - py,‘S,‘] dx dt = 0 (6.14) 
for all 6 such that (S, , 8,) E A?, x V (t E F) and j/ S, /I2 has compact support 
in 7. The generalized kinematic constraint condition (yt , jt) E 9, implies 
(Y t 9 Y t) E @%m x -%‘,(Q), tE9-. (6.15) 
If we consider only those 6 which are test functions [26] with compact 
support in F x Q, we see that every solution of (6.15) must satisfy the 
generalized wave equation [9], 
ss (p&-pp6”,)y,dxdt =0 .I732 (6.16) 
for all test functions 6. This equation has been shown to have a generalized 
solution (y, 9) describing both a dynamical system [9] and a weak dynamical 
system [23] on w&(Q) x ZJSZ), which is precisely gt of (6.12).6 
We see that every (yt , j,) which seems physically possible is in %t . 
If (yt ,9d is in gt, the displacement curve yt is spatially continuous but 
need not have a spatial derivative at all points of Q and the velocity curve 
j, may be only piecewise continuous. Conversely, (yt , jt) $ g$ implies that 
(yt , jJ is physically impossible since the total energy T + V is infinite at 
time t. It is worth noting that ??t was determined here through the use of a 
systematic procedure rather than arbitrarily chosen as a mathematical 
convenience. 
6 It is also possible to show the converse; i.e., a generalized solution of (6.16), such 
that (yt , 3,) E gt for all t E .F, must also satisfy (6.14). 
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If instead we are only interested in the formal equation of motion, we 
may assume y and S sufficiently smooth on r x Q, obtaining 
PYt = PY; 7 XE52, tE9-, (6.17) 
from (6.14), and the boundary conditions 
yt=O at x =o, 1, tE.F (6.18) 
from (6.15). Thus we have found the formal equation of motion by a method 
which is neither elemental nor variational (Hamilton’s principle) in nature. 
The system just considered was such that some extended version of 
Hamilton’s principle [5, 71 might be considered applicable; i.e., it was a 
conservative system with constant total energy T + V. Let us now make 
several changes which make the system nonconservative. We allow the string 
tension to be time varying, assuming 0 < m < p, < n, t E F-, for some con- 
stants m and n. We also apply a transverse force w (w: r x J2 + 2) that 
acts upon the string in the plane of motion, assuming wt E Z”(Q) at every 
t E Y.’ Finally, we assume that the end points of the string are fixed in a 
rigid noninertial frame which is made to rotate at a constant angular velocity 
w about an axis through x = 0 with all motion occurring in the same plane. 
Choosing Q and z, as the deflection curve and velocity curve relative to 
the rotating straight line connecting the end points, we find that relations 
(6.3)-(6.7) are replaced, respectively, by 
T = J- 
s 
& + ,x)2 dx, (6.19) 
.a 
v = St s, W2 dx, (6.20) 
&t = wt > (6.21) 
(a&) (a) = -(%v> (4 = -Pt s, q’a’ dx, q,aEz (6.22) 
(U) (8 = W’J (P) = s, P(V + 4 B dx, V,flEV. (6.23) 
Since wt E g2(Q), (t E Y), the spaces Z? and -Y may again be specified by 
(6.10) and (6.11), and we find gt and At are again given by (6.12) and (6.13). 
Thus, the general Lagrange equation (4.8) becomes 
J-I ~ R b(jt + wx> St - ptyt’h’ + 461 dx dt = 0 (6.24) 
’ The analysis would remain unchanged if we assumed only that J’t zut d[ E -P(Q) 
for all t E F, thereby permitting wt to involve finite concentrated loads. 
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for all 6 such that (6, ,8,) E A, x V (t E F) and /IS, 112 has compact sup- 
port in F. 
If we assume sufficient smoothness of y and 8 on F x Q, (6.24) implies the 
formal partial differential equation of motion 
PYt = PtY’l + Wt 9 XEQ, tE9-, 
and ( yt , jt) E ‘9t implies the boundary conditions 
yt=O at x =o, 1, tEr. 
Note that each modification of the problem was nonconservative in nature. 
Th e portion of the virtual work that determined & was not derivable from a 
potential, and the potential V is not a “potential energy” since it is related 
only to virtual work, not actual work. In addition, the mappings y and 7 
of Section 3 are time dependent, since we have worked in terms of noninertial 
coordinates. Thus, a variational derivation (Hamilton’s principle) of even the 
formal equation (6.25) would not have been possible. 
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